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Call for submission Golden Axe 2017 
The most prestigious prize in the world of Alpinism for the first time in a Movie 

Competition 

 

 
Deadline: May 15 2017 
Our Festival features some of the best 

adventure films from all around the world.  

We cast our programming around 

environment- aware, sport based, motivating, 

and/or inspiring productions.  

Not pure action movies but stories able to talk 

about passion, adrenaline, emotions.  

If you are filming, or have filmed, a video 

documentary that fits our format we are very 

interested in hearing from you and in receiving 

your submission.  

Only selected productions will be directly 

notified and will be requested promotional 

material by end of May 2017.  
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Inclusion criteria:  

-up to 30 minute films.  

-films must be in English or Italian (for Italian we need English subtitles). For any other 

language we need English subtitles.  

-full-length movies, especially if they are a prime, will be reviewed but will not be 

eligible for any prize.  

-the movie must be in full hd (1080p) resolution. Exceptionally we will consider 

screening also 720p video.  

Prizes / Awards / Distinctions  

We have a jury composed of seven (7) members who view all films screened at 

Adventure Outdoor Fest and provide the winners and the awards. 

The Jury is built to be able to analyze all the Adventure Film’s aspects, and includes 

professional sports photographers, Athletes and Academics. 

The Jury will communicate with the winners, in a strictly confidential form, by June 

5th 2017.  

The winners will be immediately contacted in order to discuss either their arrival in 

San Candido – Innichen for the Ceremony or will be asked to provide a short video 

to substitute their presence at the Ceremony. 

If the winner does not reply within 5 working days from the notification the prize will 

be automatically assigned to the second in the ranking.  

The prize-categories are:  

-Golden Axe Award (Piolet D’Or 2017) – first prize 

The prize consists of the famous Golden Axe (Piolet D’or) and 750 Euro  

-Dolomythos Award - the prize for the best story or expedition. 

The prize consists of 500 Euro  

-Best Photography Award – A special award that consists of a kit of products from 

our sponsors. 

Audiences / Screenings  

Each film selected for the Festival will be screened at least once during the days of 

the Festival.  
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Rights  

By submitting a film to the Adventure Outdoor Fest (from now on “the Fest”) you 

agree to the following:  

a) The Fest owns the rights to screen the film during the week of the festival, and 

reserves the right to use it for promotional special screenings afterwards.  

b) All music licenses (including, without limitation, all synchronization, mechanical 

and master use licenses, as applicable) have been obtained and all payments have 

been made that are required for the public performance of the music incorporated 

in the film. 

c) No material in the film being submitted by the entrant to the Fest is libelous or 

defamatory or violates any right of privacy or publicity of any person, and the full 

use of the rights in such film will not violate any rights, including copyright or moral 

rights, of any person, firm or corporation.  

d) We can use bits of your submission for a short promo/trailer for the Fest.  

Technical details  

1. Please supply the film electronically (ideally in HD). If this is not possible, please 

supply 2 copies of the film in DVD format (Blurays are NOT welcome) to the 

following address (note that films sent in DVD will not be returned):  

Alla c.a. di Valeria Mutinelli 

Via Levi Civita, 8 

35128- Padova (PD), Italia (IT) 

 

2. Electronic Submissions: We would love you to send us the files through We-

Transfer or similar. If your file size is bigger than this we suggest you to split it into 

multiple files up to 2Gb using the free utility http://www.filesplitter.org/ . 

Whether we may encounter any issue with the quality of the file we will 

contact you and we will provide an alternative method of submission.  

3. Accepted formats: MOV (H264), Mp4, AVI. For other formats we suggest 

sending a small sample prior to the main file.  

4. Where possible a link to an on line teaser / trailer of the film is highly 

appreciated.  
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5. You must provide a .txt file containing all the following in English:  

- Title: 

- Directed by: 

- Produced by: 

- Synopsis: 

- Actors and Athletes: 

- Country: 

- Year: 

- Duration: 

- Official site: 

- Contacts and Useful Links: 

 

6. At least one high resolution JPG image and five (5) mid resolution images of a 

scene in the film must be supplied for free use in promoting the Fest. All images must 

be watermarked, and must contain a description with film title, location and 

photographer credit. Those pictures will be retained by the Fest.  

7. We would be honored to consider uncompressed QuickTime movie of a few 

selected clips, possibly in 16/9, for us to use for the festival trailer / promo.  

Note that our trailer / promo will be used on-line and on air to promote the event. 

No original music will be used from any of the films screening.  

If the submission does not comply with 4) and 5) we will require you to provide the 

information within 10 days, and otherwise the Film will be removed from the 

selection.  

Contact: 

cinema@adventureoutdoorfest.com  

info@adventureoutdoorfest.com  

www.adventureoutdoorfest.com  

mailto:info@adventureoutdoorfest.com

